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Abstract—Efficient trajectory planning for urban intersec-
tions is currently one of the most challenging tasks for an
Autonomous Vehicle (AV). Courteous behavior towards other
traffic participants, the AV’s comfort and its progression in the
environment are the key aspects that determine the performance
of trajectory planning algorithms. To capture these aspects, we
propose a novel trajectory planning framework that ensures
social compliance and simultaneously optimizes the AV’s comfort
subject to kinematic constraints. The framework combines a local
continuous optimization approach and an efficient driver model
to ensure fast behavior prediction, maneuver generation and
decision making over long horizons. The proposed framework
is evaluated in different scenarios to demonstrate its capabilities
in terms of the resulting trajectories and runtime.
Index Terms—autonomous driving; trajectory planning; opti-
mization; autonomous vehicle; decision making
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
In past few years, the automobile industry is undergoing a
drastic change in the driving features related to autonomous
driving [1], [2]. An Autonomous Vehicle (AV) has to suc-
cessfully ensure that it is capable of operating in complex
scenarios such as urban intersections. As a result, the AV
has to perceive the environmental model with high precision
and perform trajectory planning in real-time which becomes
highly challenging while driving inner-city. Therefore, efficient
trajectory planning algorithms that satisfy real-time constraints
are absolutely necessary. Several approaches [3]–[5] came
forward that considered comfort, vehicle dynamics, and other
vehicles on the ego lane. Recently, trajectory planning has been
extended to include longer time horizons for more complex
scenarios whereby taking other traffic participants at multiple
lanes into account [6]–[8]. In this paper, we investigate tra-
jectory planning in complex intersection scenarios as depicted
in Fig. 1 while preserving comfort and real-time capability. A
further significant aspect is the social compliance of the AV’s
behavior. In dense traffic scenarios, too passive behavior might
Fig. 1: Exemplary Intersection Scenario, where multiple vehi-
cles with different maneuver options have to be regarded.
lead to delays in the ego progress when encountered with
an intersection. Therefore, a major objective for a trajectory
planner is to preserve the AV’s progress and at the same time
ensure that the performed maneuvers are appropriate to other
vehicles. In order to handle such complex problem formula-
tions, a popular approach is to use sampling-based solutions
that are limited to a discrete action space [7], [8]. Whereas
local continuous approaches are often restricted due to their
computation times or are limited to specific scenarios [4]–[6].
In this regard, we propose a planning framework including
a local continuous optimization technique that ensures real-
time computation and, thereby, increasing its applicability for
intersection scenarios while considering social compliance.
B. Related Work
Recently, local continuous optimization techniques have
often been applied to trajectory planning for autonomous
driving [4]–[6]. In contrast, a common concept for trajectory
generation especially in intersection scenarios is to sample jerk
optimal polynomials [3], [7]. According to which, multiple tra-
jectory candidates are generated and subsequently checked for
potential collisions with the objective of performing a safe ma-
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neuver over the intersection. To guarantee reachability to a safe
state, the regarded horizon has to be long enough [7]. There-
fore, the sampled trajectories might have to be extrapolated
with constant acceleration to verify safety [7]. The extrapola-
tion, however, limits the applicability for long horizons.
Social compliant behavior can be generated by choosing
trajectories with low influence on other vehicles behavior. This
effect is measured, for example, by predicting the reaction of
upcoming vehicles with the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)
[9]. The increase in disturbance of upcoming traffic results in
the degradation of the social compliance [8], [10]. In addition,
the IDM has already been applied for decision making in
lane change scenarios [11]. This is done by estimating the
acceleration response of other vehicles caused by the lane
change trajectory of the ego vehicle. The lane change ma-
neuver is executed by the ego vehicle only if the overall costs
of the considered vehicles, including the ego vehicle, are im-
proved compared to the current situation. Further approaches
investigate more sophisticated consideration of interactions
in intersection scenarios using Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes (POMDPs) [12], [13]. However, these
approaches are either limited to a certain type of scenario,
are computationally intensive, i.e., not applicable for real-time
applications or yield rough discrete actions without any further
optimization.
In this regard, a promising approach for real-world ap-
plication is to combine the advantages of local continuous
optimization with efficient driver models in order to enable
social compliant car-following and lane change behavior while
keeping the computation time low [4], [14]. A comfortable
and drivable trajectory is acquired by generating a reference
trajectory using the IDM which is then integrated into a local
continuous optimization problem. The lane change decision is
evaluated at each time step during replanning using the concept
presented in [11].
We extend this approach and additionally embed it into
an efficient framework to generate real-time social compliant
trajectories for urban intersections over long horizons while
considering acceleration constraints.
C. Overview
In this paper, we present a novel trajectory planning frame-
work. The significant aspects of which are summarized as
follows, we first process the environment information to pro-
cure map data and predictions of other vehicles. Afterwards,
multiple behavior options for the ego vehicle are generated
which are represented as reference trajectories. During deci-
sion making, the best behavior option is chosen that ensures
social compliance by considering the costs arising for other
vehicles due to the planned behavior option. In general, the
behavior options generation and the decision making are based
on the same longitudinal car-following driver model [9]. For
this purpose, a strategy is presented to create behavior options
in intersection scenarios utilizing a longitudinal car-following
driver model. Finally, we integrate the reference trajectory
with lowest costs into a local continuous optimization problem
x
s
ϕ
d
x1
x2
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Fig. 2: Environment Representation, the position in Cartesian
coordinates is represented by x and the 1-dimensional position
on the center line is denoted by s. The lateral deviation of the
vehicle to the center line is given with d. The difference be-
tween the orientation of the center line at s and the orientation
of the vehicle is denoted by ϕ. The center line is represented
by a polygon line.
which regards longitudinal and lateral movement combined
subject to constraints on vehicle kinematics.
To summarize the above discussion, the key contributions
of this work are:
• the holistic overall framework which extends the concepts
presented in [4], [14] for social compliant behavior in
intersection scenarios
• a novel concept for behavior generation in intersection
scenarios utilizing driver models
• a new decision making approach considering the trade-off
between ego progress and costs of other vehicles
• the utilization of a new, efficient prediction concept for
the consideration of other vehicles behavior options
In general, the resulting framework performs real-time plan-
ning over long horizons while considering other vehicles at
urban intersections. Furthermore, the concept yields social
compliant maneuvers while preserving the progress of the ego
vehicle.
II. TRAJECTORY PLANNING FRAMEWORK
A. Environment Representation
The environment is represented in Cartesian coordinates.
The single lanes of the roads are represented by their center
lines which are stored as polygon lines. In addition, the posi-
tion of a vehicle’s gravity center is described by x = [x1, x2]T.
The vehicle states can be projected onto a center line to obtain
a 1-dimensional longitudinal position s, the lateral deviation
to the center line d and the orientation difference ϕ, using the
method described in [5]. The absolute velocity of a vehicle
is denoted by v. The notations are summarized in Fig. 2.
The road structure in intersections is represented by routes
r, which are concatenations of lanes entering and leaving
the intersection. Consequently, a route represents a complete
path through the intersection. As a result, routes may cross or
merge into one another. A conflict zone is described by the
longitudinal sections of two routes where they overlap each
other. Conflict zones are defined for crossing and merging
scsa,b
scea,b
ssa
rb
ra
sceb,a
scsb,a
(a) Crossing Routes
sma,cs
s
a
rc
ra
smc,a
(b) Merging Routes
Fig. 3: Conflict Zones. (a) shows crossing routes with the
conflict positions for route ra and rb. The start of the conflict
zone is denoted by scs and the end by sce. The start of an
intersection for a route may differ from the start of a conflict
zone and is denoted by ss. (b) depicts a merging scenario
where the conflict zone only has a start which is represented
by sm. After sm both vehicles share the same lane.
routes. The detailed calculation of the conflict zone is of minor
importance and therefore omitted in this work. The conflict
zone for a route ra which crosses rb is given by the start
position scsa,b and end position s
ce
a,b. In contrast, the conflict
zone of a route ra merging with a route rc is only represented
by a start position ssma,c as up from this position the same
lane is shared, cf. Fig. 3. This formulation of the environment
in longitudinal coordinates along center lines enables us to
deploy longitudinal driver models.
B. Intelligent Driver Model
The presented trajectory planning framework is kept generic
for any longitudinal car-following driver model. However, the
IDM is a powerful approach to describe human behavior [9].
Therefore, we include the IDM into the framework which is
described as follows
v˙i = aIDM
[
1−
(
vi
v0
)δ
−
(
s∗(vi,∆vi)
∆si
)2]
(1)
s∗(vi,∆vi) = s0 + viT +
vi∆vi
2
√
aIDMb
. (2)
vi is the current velocity, ∆vi the velocity difference to the
leading vehicle and ∆si denotes the spatial distance between
the front of the regarded vehicle i and the rear of the leading
vehicle. The maximum acceleration aIDM, the comfortable
deceleration factor b and the acceleration exponent δ are
constant parameters. The desired distance s∗ to the leading
vehicle also includes a stand still distance s0 and a time gap T .
The target speed v0 can be adapted according to the curvature
of the road by generating a speed profile along a given route
[15]. For further details it is referred to [9] and [15].
C. Prediction of other vehicles
As a part of our framework, we incorporate a longitudinal
driver model, specifically the IDM, for predicting other ve-
hicles. The goal is to get rough predictions of their future
behavior efficiently which can be subsequently considered
during planning. Therefore, a set of predicted longitudinal
trajectories T ki is obtained for each other vehicle i ∈ O,
where k ∈ K and a trajectory is represented by discrete states
T = [xlon0 , ...,xlonNref−1] and xlon = [s, v]T. The time interval
between the states is denoted as ∆t. Further, it is required to
estimate the corresponding probability distribution P (T |X).
The environment configuration X contains the position x, the
velocity v, the orientation in Cartesian coordinates of each
vehicle and map data. Now, according to the IDM, a predicted
trajectory depends on the current vehicle state xlon, a given
route r and the prediction of the leading vehicle’s trajectory
Tl projected on r. Whereby, xlon can be directly calculate
form X using the projection presented in Section II-A. Besides
this, we model the maneuver m ∈ {stop, drive}, where drive
signifies the ego vehicle passing through the intersection and
stop means the ego vehicle comes to a stand still at the start
of the intersection. Thus, a trajectory T ki can be calculated by
forward integrating the IDM given rki , m
k
i , T kli and X . The
corresponding probability distribution can be represented by
P (T ki |X) = P (rki ,mki , T kli |X) , (3)
which can be reformulated as
P (T ki |X) = P (rki |X) · P (mki , T kli |rki , X) . (4)
The term P (rki |X) represents the probability that a vehicle
takes the route rki . Therefore, a Bayes classifier is employed.
To keep the independence of the maneuver in contrast to
[16], the orientation difference ϕri of the vehicle to the route
r and the corresponding lateral deviation dri are employed
as features, cf. Fig. 2. In the following, the abbreviations
dki = d
rki
i and ϕ
k
i = ϕ
rki
i are used. In general, ϕ and d can be
directly extracted from X . Therefore, it applies
P (rki |X) = P (rki |ϕki , dki ) = P (r
k
i )P (ϕ
k
i , d
k
i |rki )
P (ϕki , d
k
i )
. (5)
Based on the assumption that di and ϕi are independent and
that every route has the same a-priori probability, P (rki |X)
can be formulated as
P (rki |X) = P (ϕ
k
i |rki )P (dki |rki )∑
r∈R P (ϕ
r
i |r)P (dri |r)
. (6)
The feature probabilities are modeled with Gaussian
distributions such that P (ϕr|r) = N (0, 0.1 rad) and
P (dr|r) = N (0, 0.1 m). As a result, each vehicle obtains
a probability for each route. Further, the remaining
term P (mki , T
k
li
|rki , X) of (4) has to be regarded. It is
computationally inefficient to consider all possible leader
trajectories and all resulting predictions. Therefore, only
the closest leading vehicle with P (rki ) > δr and its most
likely trajectory following the given route rki is considered.
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Fig. 4: Schematic Merging Scenario, where the ego vehicle, the real leading vehicle (RL) and a modeled virtual leading vehicle
(VL) are shown. The RL is illustrated with blue solid lanes and the VL with blue dashed lanes. The ego vehicle is drawn in
black. The ego vehicle approaches on ra and merges onto rb on which the RL is driving. The time t0 represents the current
time and tmergerl the point in time when the RL is predicted to enter the shared lane.
As a result, a single leading trajectory is regarded and
instead of the joined distribution P (mki , T kli |rki , X), only
the conditioned maneuver probability P (mki |rki , T kli , X) is
considered. Consequently, the results have to be normalized
in order that
∑
k∈K P (T ki |X) = 1. The maneuver probability
P (mki |rki , T kli , X) is estimated by evaluating if there might be
vehicles with right of way which force the regarded vehicle to
stop at the intersection. This is done using map information
if there are even any other routes with right of way over
the regarded route rki , expressed by rw : r 7→ {0, 1}. In
addition, it is considered if there are any actual predictions on
one of that prioritized routes which occupy the intersection
and might force the regarded vehicle to stop, denoted by
I : (r, T ) 7→ {0, 1}. It applies I(rki , T kli , X) = 1 if there is a
prioritized vehicle predicted to be in the intersection with
a time to collision (TTC) < ∆tinter relative to the regarded
vehicle using the drive maneuver. Hence, the maneuver
probability is formulated as
P (mki = drive|rki , T kli , X) =
 λ1 rw(r
k
i ) ∧ I(rki , T kli , X) = 1
λ2 rw(rki ) ∧ I(rki , T kli , X) = 0
λ3 otherwise
(7)
and P (m = stop) = 1 − P (m = drive). The parameters
used for this prediction, including ∆tinter = 3 s, λ1 = 0.55,
λ2 = 1 and λ3 = 0.75, are determined based on heuristics.
Alternatively, it is possible to learn the probability distribution
P (mk|rk, T kl , X) or corresponding parameters using measure-
ment data. However, in this work, we limit our scope to the
former approach, where rough predictions can be generated
with low computational effort. The evaluation in Section III
emphasizes the effectiveness of the concept and shows that it
enables the framework to choose correct behavior options.
D. Reference Trajectory Generation
The objective of the reference trajectory generation is to
plan multiple behavior options for the ego vehicle. A reference
trajectory T ref is generated by forward integrating the IDM [4],
[14]. Depending on the situation, multiple behavior options
or respectively reference trajectories {T ref,1, ..., T ref,B} can
be generated. Where B is the number of available behavior
ve(t0)
sm
s
v
vvl(t
merge
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vvl(t0)
s1 s2
Fig. 5: Schematic Speed Profile, where the speed profile
vidm(s) beginning at the ego state is depicted in black and
the actual speed profile of the virtual leading vehicle (VL)
is shown in green. Between s1 and s2 the target velocity is
restricted by the curvature of the road.
options. In [4] and [14], the investigation was limited to a
single reference trajectory, which was generated based on the
prediction of a leading vehicle on the ego lane. However,
this approach is not viable for intersection scenarios due to
multiple other vehicles on different routes which have to be
considered. As a part of the proposed framework, free drive
or car-following trajectories regarding vehicles on the ego
route, stop trajectories for stopping in front of intersections
and merging trajectories for merging behind vehicles of other
routes are generated based on the IDM. As vehicles of other
routes can’t be directly regarded in the IDM, we introduce
the concept of a virtual leading vehicle (VL) on the ego route
which represents a real leading vehicle (RL) on another route.
This VL can be regarded in the IDM and enables the ego
vehicle to perform a smooth merging maneuver behind the
RL, where the RL’s most probable trajectory is considered,
cf. Fig. 4. To enable smooth car-following behavior, it is
reasonable to model the VL also using an IDM trajectory.
Now, to ensure continuity between the VL and the RL, the
VL and RL should enter the shared lane at the same time
tmergerl and speed. One simple approach could be to set the VL
onto the ego route at the same distance to the shared lane entry
as the RL on the other route. As a result, the same longitudinal
trajectory could be applied for the VL as predicted for the RL.
However, due to different speed limits and curvatures of the
routes, this is not practicable. To overcome this limitation a
speed profile vidm(s) is generated on the ego route by forward
integrating the ego vehicle using the IDM only considering
vehicles on the ego route. The velocity of the RL at the time of
entry into the shared lane tmergerl is used as the target speed and
is additionally adapted to the curvature of the ego route. This
allows us to model the VL’s trajectory by backward integrating
on the speed profile beginning at the entry into the shared lane
sm at time tmergerl up to the current time t0, cf. Fig. 5. Using
vidm(s), the VL states are determined as
xlonvl (t−∆t) =
(
svl(t)− vidm(svl(t))∆t
vidm(svl(t))
)
. (8)
Given the VL states, a reference trajectory can be generated
for the ego vehicle by using the VL as leading vehicle,
which results in a smooth merging trajectory behind the RL.
Consequently, a behavior option for stopping and multiple
options for merging into different traffic gaps are considered
when encountered with an intersection. Next, we evaluate the
obtained reference trajectories {T ref,1, ..., T ref,B} to decide for
the best one.
E. Decision Making
The costs for a single ego reference trajectory are defined
as
c = wpcp + wc
∑
i∈O
∑
k∈K
P (T ki )ckc,i , (9)
where wp and wc are cost weights. The progress costs for
the ego vehicle are denoted by cp and the courtesy costs
ckc,i represent the social compliance of the regarded reference
trajectory to the i-th vehicle taking its k-th predicted trajectory
(T ki ). ckc,i is further weighted with P (T ki ). In this way, we
account for all predicted trajectories of all the merging as well
as crossing vehicles. Consequently, we effectively incorporate
the costs of other vehicles caused by the ego trajectory in the
framework. In previous work on lane change scenarios, the
trade-off between ego progress and costs for other vehicles
caused by the ego vehicle is considered by the planned ego
acceleration and corresponding acceleration reactions of other
vehicles [11]. We extend this concept for the assessment of
complete trajectories and for the applicability in intersection
scenarios to estimate cp and ckc,i.
The ego stopping behavior is considered to benchmark the
progress and courtesy since it is the most passive trajectory
with the minimum progress and maximum courtesy. The
progress costs of a reference trajectory are determined as
cp =
1
Nref − 1
Nref−2∑
n=0
astopn − an , (10)
where an is the acceleration of the n-th discrete state of the
regarded reference trajectory and astopn is the corresponding ac-
celeration of the stopping reference trajectory. The acceleration
values are calculated by finite differences and the number of
discrete points in T ref is given by Nref. To reduce calculation
time, only trajectories where a1 > a
stop
1 are considered.
Following the argumentation in [10], the merging and the
crossing scenarios are dealt separately to estimate the courtesy
costs.
1) Merging Routes: When merging into another lane the
reaction of upcoming vehicles has to be regarded. This reaction
can be approximated with the IDM by using the ego vehicle
as leading vehicle from the moment the ego vehicle is planned
to enter the intersection. The courtesy costs are given by
ckc,i =
{
∆a¯ki −Ha ∆a¯ki −Ha ≤ ∆amax
∞ otherwise , (11)
where ∆amax is the maximum allowed disturbance of
other vehicles and ∆a¯ki represents the predicted accelera-
tion change due to the ego trajectory. The hysteresis value
Ha ∈ {−Hconsta , Hconsta } is −Hconsta if the currently regarded
reference trajectory represents the same behavior option as
executed in the last planning step and Hconsta otherwise. Thus,
Ha reduces courtesy costs if the behavior option stays the
same for subsequent planning cycles. This is reasonable as
the other vehicles also try to predict the ego vehicle and react
accordingly. Further, ∆a¯ki is defined as
∆a¯ki =
1
Nref − 1
Nref−2∑
n=0
|aki,n − ak,reacti,n | , (12)
where aki,n is the acceleration of the n-th state in T ki , i.e.,
the prediction without influence of the ego vehicle. ak,reacti,n is
the corresponding acceleration if vehicle i reacts to the ego
vehicle using the currently evaluated ego reference trajectory.
2) Crossing Routes: Regarding crossing routes, it is not
reasonable to approximate the interaction with the IDM, be-
cause the vehicles can not be modeled as leader and follower.
For this reason, it is argued that there is no reaction of the
crossing vehicle expected if there is enough temporal distance
between the point in times where the ego vehicle leaves the
conflict zone texit and the crossing vehicle enters it tentry,ki .
Consequently, ∆tkttc,i = t
exit − tentry,ki is employed. With this,
the courtesy costs for vehicles on crossing routes are defined
as
ckc,i =
{
0 ∆tkttc,i −Httc ≥ ∆tmax
∞ otherwise , (13)
where ∆tmax is the minimum allowed temporal distance.
Analog to Ha in (11), Httc ∈ {−Hconstttc , Hconstttc } equals −Hconstttc
if the behavior option stays the same and Hconstttc otherwise.
Finally, the reference trajectory which optimizes ego progress
and social compliance the most can be determined. Subse-
quently, we employ this reference trajectory to generate an
executable trajectory in Cartesian coordinates using a local
continuous optimization approach.
F. Optimization Problem
At first, the longitudinal reference trajectory is trans-
formed into Cartesian coordinates to procure the positions
[xref0 , ...,x
ref
Nopt−1] of the reference trajectory. Nopt represents
the number of trajectory support points, or respectively states,
which are used for the trajectory generation during the opti-
mization. The time interval ∆t between the trajectory support
points stays the same. It is worthy to note that the horizon for
the behavior generation and the generation of the optimized
trajectory is explicitly chosen to be different. This is hugely
favorable, as the behavior has to be regarded on long hori-
zons, and is therefore generated with computationally efficient
driver models. Whereas the computationally more complex
optimization problem, which regards comfort and kinematic
constraints, can be restricted to a shorter horizon. Moreover,
the optimization in Cartesian coordinates allows us to plan
trajectories deviating from the center line.
With this, the local continuous optimization problem is
formulated as
min
x4,x5,...,xNopt−1
J(x4,x5, . . . ,xNopt−1)
s.t. hn(xn−1,xn,xn+1) ≤ 0, n = 2, . . . , Nopt − 2 ,
(14)
where J is the cost function and hn defines acceleration
constraints. The first four positions x0,x1,x2,x3 need to
be fixed as derivatives up to x(4) are calculated by finite
differences. The cost function is given as
J =wspatial
Nopt−1∑
n=4
jspatial,n +wacc
Nopt−2∑
n=4
jacc,n
+wjerk
Nopt−2∑
n=4
jjerk,n +wsnap
Nopt−3∑
n=4
jsnap,n ,
(15)
where wspatial, wacc, wjerk, wsnap denote the weights for the
corresponding cost terms. The summands jacc,n, jjerk,n, jsnap,n
optimize comfort by penalizing the acceleration, jerk and
snap. The obtained reference trajectory is integrated into the
optimization by the costs jspatial,n which penalize the spatial
difference to the single reference trajectory states with
jspatial,n = ||xrefn − xn||22 . (16)
For further details, the reader is advised to refer to our previous
work [4]. The cost function is subject to a constraint on the
absolute acceleration given by [5]
hn(xn−1,xn,xn+1) = ||aabsn ||22 − a2max ≤ 0, n = 4, . . . , Nopt − 2 ,
(17)
where aabsn is the absolute acceleration of the n-th trajectory
state calculated by finite differences and amax is the maximum
allowed absolute acceleration. As a result, a social compliant
trajectory with optimized comfort and satisfied acceleration
constraints is obtained by utilizing the best behavior option.
III. EVALUATION
The proposed framework is evaluated on a Intel Xeon E5-
1660 CPU with 3.2 GHz and implemented in C++. The
sequential quadratic programming-method of the WORHP
solver [17] is utilized to solve the optimization problem shown
in Section II-F. In order to demonstrate the versatility of
the trajectory planning framework, we consider two differ-
ent intersection scenarios, where both scenarios are regarded
twice. The real-world center lines are extracted using the high
precision Digital Map of Ulm University [2]. Further, Table I
showcases the parametrization of variables. The ego trajectory
is replanned every ∆treplan = 0.2 s. The other vehicles are
TABLE I: Parameters used for evaluation
aIDM 2
m
s2
wc 1 Nref 201
b 4 m
s2
wp 1 Nopt 60
s0 4 m wspatial 1 δr 0.1
T 2.5 s wacc 0.1 Hconsta 0.25
m
s2
δ 4 wjerk 0.1 Hconstttc 0.25 s
∆t 0.05 s wsnap 0.1 ∆amax 0.9 ms2
∆treplan 0.2 s amax 5
m
s2
∆tmax 1 s
simulated using a double integrator where the system input is
the acceleration that is uniformly distributed over 1 m s−2 and
−1 m s−2 in each time step. Further, the initial speed may also
differ from the expected target speed.
The first intersection represents a merging scenario on rural
roads where the speed limit or respectively the target speed
is 70 km h−1, cf. Fig. 6. The ego vehicle is approaching
from the top following a curve and merges into another lane.
This lane is occupied by Vehicle 1 and Vehicle 2 with an
initial speed of 70 km h−1. In Experiment 1.1, the proposed
method is used. Thereby, the ego vehicle first adapts the
speed appropriate to the curvature of the lane in order to
restrict the lateral acceleration. Around 7 s, a reduction of the
longitudinal acceleration is performed to be able to smoothly
merge behind Vehicle 1. Then the longitudinal acceleration
is slightly increased to catch up with the speed of the other
vehicles. In the end, a safe state between the other vehicles is
reached. Hence, this demonstrates a smooth merging maneuver
with a suitable distance to the leading vehicle (Vehicle 1) and
appropriate costs for Vehicle 2. To emphasize the advantages
of the reference trajectory generated with the VL approach
shown in Section II-D, the same scenario is regarded again
in Experiment 1.2. However, only reference trajectories, or
respectively behavior options, are used without using a VL.
Fig. 6 presents the corresponding velocity and accelerations
for both experiments. It can bee seen that without the VL
approach, the ego vehicle is not able to merge behind Vehicle
1 and, therefore, the velocity is drastically reduced. Once
Vehicle 2 has passed, the acceleration is strongly increased.
This example clearly indicates that the presented reference
trajectory generation with the VL approach enables a much
better merge behavior and, as a result, outperforms the state
of the art.
In addition, a more sophisticated scenario is evaluated where
the corresponding T-junction is depicted in Fig. 7 and the
target speed is 50 km h−1 for all vehicles. In this scenario,
the ego vehicle performs a left turn without right of way.
First, the ego vehicle has to wait for the crossing Vehicle 1
approaching from the top with an initial speed of 30 km h−1.
Subsequently, Vehicle 2 and Vehicle 3 approach from the
bottom with an initial speed of 30 km h−1. In Experiment 2.1,
where the parametrization shown in Table I is used, merging in
front of Vehicle 2 would lead to high courtesy costs. Therefore,
the ego vehicle merges behind it, in front of Vehicle 3. In order
to make fast progress, the longitudinal acceleration is strongly
increased at approximately 6 s. Subsequently, the longitudi-
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Fig. 6: Merging Scenario, where two experiments are regarded. In Experiment 1.1, the presented approach is applied using the
parameters shown in Table I. The first row depicts the corresponding scene true to scale in a local map aligned to Universal
Transverse Mercator coordinates. The ego vehicle and ego route are indicated by red color. The states of the planned ego
trajectory at the presented time step are shown by dots. Beginning in black with the state for t and ending with the state
planned for t+ (Nopt − 1)∆t in red. The second row shows the velocity and accelerations of the ego vehicle for Experiment
1.1. In Experiment 1.2, the same scenario is regarded, however, no reference trajectory generated with the VL approach is
utilized. The third row depicts the corresponding velocity and acceleration. It can be seen that the ego vehicle is not able to
merge between the vehicles and, therefore, has to drastically reduce the velocity. As a result, it is emphasized that the VL
approach ensures much better merge behavior and, consequently, outperforms the state of the art.
nal acceleration is slowly decreased in order to restrict the
lateral acceleration in curved areas. Finally, the longitudinal
acceleration is increased and decreased again to comfortably
reach the appropriate distance to Vehicle 2. In Experiment
2.2, the same scenario is regarded, however, over courteous
behavior is enforced with an increased courtesy cost weighting
wc = 4. The corresponding velocity and accelerations are
depicted in Fig. 7. It is shown that the ego vehicle slows
down for a long duration and in contrast to Experiment
2.1, does not even merge in front of Vehicle 3 in order to
prevent high courtesy costs. This emphasizes that the trade-
off between social compliant behavior and ego progress can be
appropriately executed by the proposed approach. Hence, it is
for example possible to adapt the courtesy to different traffic
situations. These results also indicate the suitability of the
prediction concept in combination with the planning approach.
In addition, we investigate the runtime of the framework.
Table II summarizes the results measured for the evaluated
scenarios as well as for each scenario with 10 additional
other vehicles. The maximum time elapsed for combined
environment processing and planning is 41 ms where up to
13 other cars have to be regarded. This clearly emphasizes the
performance of the approach.
TABLE II: Runtime evaluation for environment processing and
planning combined. In the scaled scenarios 10 vehicles where
added to the scene. The calculation times are rounded to ms.
Scenario Merging T-junction
Max (as shown / scaled) 37 ms/41 ms 32 ms /33 ms
Avg (as shown / scaled) 17 ms/19 ms 13 ms/15 ms
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, a novel trajectory planning framework is pre-
sented which allows for social compliant behavior in intersec-
tion scenarios while considering available route and maneuver
options of other vehicles. As a part of the framework, the
local continuous optimization explicitly ensures that the ob-
tained trajectories are comfortable and adhere to acceleration
constraints. The evaluation showcases the effectiveness of the
approach, where a long planning horizon for behavior options
can be considered in real-time. Further, it is shown that the
state of the art is effectively extended and outperformed. In
future work, we would like to deploy the framework on the
experimental vehicle of Ulm University and investigate its
performance under real-world conditions.
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Fig. 7: T-junction Scenario, where two experiments are regarded. In Experiment 2.1, standard parameters are used as shown
in Table I, where ego progress and courtesy costs are weighted equally. The first row depicts the temporal evolution of the
scene and the second row shows velocity and accelerations. In Experiment 2.2, the same scenario is regarded, however, over
courteous behavior is enforced with wc = 4. The third row shows the corresponding velocity and accelerations. In Experiment
2.2, the courtesy costs are too high for merging in front of Vehicle 3. Therefore, only merging behind Vehicle 3 is possible.
This emphasizes that the trade-off between social compliance and ego progress can be effectively regarded.
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